In this paper, we extend the T-duality Hori maps in [3] , inducing isomorphisms of twisted cohomologies on T-dual circle bundles, to graded Hori maps and show that they induce isomorphisms of two-variable series of twisted cohomologies on the T-dual circle bundles, preserving Jacobi form properties. The composition of the graded Hori map with its dual equals the Euler operator. We also construct Witten gerbe modules arising from gerbe modules and show that their graded twisted Chern characters are Jacobi forms under an anomaly vanishing condition on gerbe modules, thereby giving interesting examples.
INTRODUCTION
Motivated by string theory, people have been attempting to generalize many things like vector bundles, Dirac operators, the Atiyah-Singer index theory and so on to free loop spaces. Let V be a rank r complex vector bundle on M and V = V − C r in the K-group of M. In the theory of elliptic genera ( [12-16, 18, 20-22] ), one considers the Witten bundles V and V ′ , elements in K(M)[[q 1/2 ]], as follows (in the classical theory of elliptic genera, there are actually four such Witten bundles, for simplicity, we only discuss two of them here. See (3.8) for explanation of the notions):
They are formally viewed as vector bundles over loop space LM. As Witten remarked in his lecture notes [22] that physically, this analogue is important because they arise in heterotic string theory. Let {2πix i }, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, be the formal Chern roots of V and q = e 2πiτ , τ ∈ H, the upper half plane. In terms of Jacobi theta functions (see Appendix), the Chern characters of V and V ′ can be expressed as
Equip V with a connection ∇ V , the Chern characters ch V , ch V ′ can be represented by holomorphic functions on H, taking values in the even degree closed differential forms on M. Suppose one has (0.3) [4] (V ),
where p 1 (V ), c 1 (V ), c 2 (V ) and ch(V ) stand for the first Pontryajin class, the first and second Chern class and the Chern character respectively, then the degree p (with p even) components ch [p] (V ) and ch [p] (V ′ ) are modular forms of weight p 2 over Γ 0 (2) and Γ θ (2) respectively (see appendix for the meaning of notations and [7] for details).
Let (E, E ′ ) be a gerbe module pair over manifold M with flux H (see Section 3 for details). In this paper, we want to understand the Witten gerbe modules arising from (E, E ′ ), an infinite dimensional analogue of the Witten bundles V , V ′ constructed from a vector bundle V as in (0.1). Such Witten gerbe modules can be formally viewed as "gerbe modules over loop space". We give the constructions of the Witten gerbe modules in Section 3.
When expanding V and V ′ , one gets q-series with coefficients being virtual vector bundles manufactured out from V . If one expands the Witten gerbe modules, the coefficients in the qseries are virtual gerbe modules manufactured out from the gerbe module pair (E, E ′ ). Since the construction involves exterior powers of E and E ′ , these virtual gerbe modules are not only with twists H, but a mixed sum of modules with twists mH, m ∈ Z of various levels. Hence to take the Chern character of the Witten gerbe modules, we have to take into account of the levels of twists and apply the twisted Chern character ([2]) of twists mH when the module has twist mH and mix them. This motivates us to introduce the graded twisted Chern character, which is first constructed in [11] . Unlike V and V ′ arising from vector bundle of finite rank, the gerbe modules E, E ′ are infinite dimensional, and therefore there are some analytic difficulty to overcome for the convergence of graded twisted Chern characters. We use the Holomorphic functional calculus and Fredholm determinant to deal with this. See Section 3 for details.
The target space of the graded twisted Chern character are q-series with coefficients being differential forms on M, who are sums of (d + mH)-closed differential forms for various m. To distinguish these (d + mH)-closed forms for various level m, we introduce a formal variable y such that if a form ω is (d + mH)-closed, we write ω · y m . Then the graded twisted Character of the Witten gerbe modules take values in Ω * (M)[[y, y −1 , q]] or Ω * (M)[[y, y −1 , q 1/2 ]]. One can formally view them as spaces of twisted differential forms on free loop space, and a model for the configuration space for Ramond-Ramond fields. See other loop space perspectives of T-duality in [9, 10] .
We find that, analogous to that ch(V ) and ch(V ′ ) have modularity under the anomaly vanishing condition ch [4] (V ) = 0, the graded twisted Chern character of the Witten gerbe modules are Jacobi forms (see definitions in Section 2) over certain subgroups in SL(2, Z) under the anomaly vanishing conditions Ch [2] H (E, E ′ ) = 0, Ch [4] H (E, E ′ ) = 0. T-duality is an equivalence between two a priori distinct Type II string compactifications and backgrounds which nevertheless are indistinguishable from a physical point of view. These backgrounds can have different geometries, different fluxes, and strikingly can even be topologically distinct manifolds as first shown in [3, 4] . Let Z, Z be circle bundles over X and H, H be Hfluxes on Z, Z respectively such that (Z, H) and ( Z, H) are T-dual pairs, see Section 1. Then a key result proved is that the Hori map, T : Ω k (Z) T Ω k+1 (Ẑ)T, where k ≥ 0 andk = k mod 2, is a chain map which is an isometry upon choosing a Riemannian metric on M and connections on the circle bundles Z, Z. This induces an isomorphism of twisted cohomology groups,
In view of the the above discussion about the target space of the graded twisted Chern characters and the Hori map in the T-duality, we generalise a central result in [3] as follows, referring to Section 1 and Section 2 for more details. Let A¯k(Z) T (d+mH)−cl denote the space of holomorphic functions on H except for a set of isolated points, which take values in Ω¯k(Z) (d+mH)−cl , the Tinvariant (d + mH)-closed complex-valued differential forms on Z with degree of parityk. Let H¯k(Z, mH) denote the space of holomorphic functions on H except for a set of isolated points, which take values in the twisted cohomology H¯k(Z, mH) with degree of parityk. In Section 2, we introduce the graded Hori map, which is a chain map and prove that it is an isomorphism,
Passing to cohomology, we get the induced isomorphism
One can similarly define the graded Hori map LT * and LT on the dual side. We will prove that if the graded Hori maps are applied twice,
are equal to the Euler operator −y ∂ ∂ y in the variable y. It is easy to see that when restricted to the level m = 1 component, the Euler operator −y ∂ ∂ y = −Id. So when restricting ourself to level m = 1 and a single point in H, we recover the results in [3] . We will also prove that the graded Hori map sends Jacobi form elements to Jacobi form elements. We summarize these results in Theorem 2.1.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we give a brief review of T-duality. In Section 2, we introduce the graded Hori map and prove the T -duality isomorphism induced by the graded Hori map. In Section 3, we construct the Witten gerbe modules arising from a gerbe module pair (E, E ′ ) and study the graded twisted Chern character of them as well as the effect of graded Hori map on them. We also study the odd analogue of Witten gerbe modules. We provide some basics about Jacobi theta functions used in the paper in the Appendix. 3 
REVIEW OF T-DUALITY
Let Z be a smooth manifold endowed with an H-flux which is a presentative in the degree 3 Deligne cohomology of Z, that is H ∈ Ω 3 (Z) with integral periods (for simplicity, we drop the factor of 1 2π √ −1 . Here we briefly review topological T-duality arising for the case of principal circle bundles with a H-flux. For such a case, one begins with a principal circle bundle π : Z X whose first Chern class is given by [F] ∈ H 2 (X , Z), along with a H-flux given by some [H] ∈ H 3 (Z, Z). The aim is to then determine the corresponding data arising after an application of the T-duality transformation.
One method for determining the T-dual data is by focusing on the Gysin sequence associated to the bundle π : Z X , given by:
, and make the choice of some principal circle bundleπ :Ẑ X with first Chern class [F] . Having made such a choice, we then consider the Gysin sequence associated to the bundleẐ over X ,
Now using exactness, and the fact that
). The following theorem gives a a global, geometric version of the Buscher rules [5] .
). Let π : Z X denote a principal circle bundle whose first Chern class is given by
Then there exists a T-dual bundleπ :Ẑ X whose first Chern class is denoted [F] ∈ H 2 (X , Z) and a T-dual H-flux on this bundle given by 
the T-dual pair is unique up to bundle automorphism, and thus defines the T-duality transformation.
, and let Ω * (Z) S 1 , d + H denote the H-twisted, Z 2 -graded differential complex of invariant differential forms. 1 Then the following Hori map:
is a chain map isomorphism between the twisted, Z 2 -graded complexes. Furthermore, it induces an isomorphism on the twisted cohomology:
JACOBI FORMS AND GRADED HORI
In this paper, we will use a slight extension of the above definition of Jacobi forms, namely, (i) we will allow J(z, τ) to take values in the differential forms on a manifold M; (ii) as J(z, τ) takes values in differential forms, we don't require the singular points be poles but only be undefined.
Let M be a manifold with H-flux. Let A¯k(M) T (d+mH)−cl denote the space of holomorphic functions on H except for a set of isolated points, which take values in Ω¯k(Z) (d+mH)−cl , the T-invariant (d + mH)-closed forms on M with degree parityk. Let H¯k(M, mH) denote the space of holomorphic functions on H except for a set of isolated points, which take values in H¯k(M, mH).
with the following properties: ω(z, τ) is represented by
where v is the invariant period-1 generator of the circle action on Z, and L v denotes the Lie derivative along v.
is the expansion at y = 0 of a Jacobi form of weight p+k 2 and index 0 over L ⋊ Γ. Denote the abelian group of all such ω(z, τ) by J¯k 0 (M, H; L, Γ).
Now consider the situation of T-duality with pair (Z, H), (Ẑ,Ĥ) as in Section 1. For m ∈ Z, define the level m Hori map by
it is not hard to see that T * ,m G is aT-invariant form onẐ and
similar as the m = 1 case. Define the graded Hori map
Passing to cohomology, we have the graded Hori map
One can define on the dual side similarly 
(ii) After restriction, we have
and therefore get a map of abelian groups,
dually, we have
and therefore get a map of abelian groups, 
Then each ω m (τ) must be of the form
with F m (τ), G m (τ) being holomorphic functions on H valued in Ω¯k(X ) and Ω k+1 (X ) with isolated singular points respectively. Applying the level m Hori's formula, we get (2.18) 7 Therefore we see that 
is a Jacobi form of weight p+k 2 and index 0 over L ⋊ Γ. By the proof of (i), we see that
Clearly ∑ m∈Z G m (τ) [p] y m is a Jacobi form of weight p+k+1 2 and index 0 over L ⋊ Γ. From (i), (ii) in the definition of Jacobi forms, it is not hard to see that if J(z, τ) is a Jacobi form of weight s and index 0 over L ⋊ Γ, then ∂ ∂ z J(z, τ) is still a Jacobi form of weight s and index 0
is a Jacobi form of weight p+k+1 2 and index 0 over L ⋊ Γ. This shows that
Hence
One can similarly prove the dual side.
WITTEN GERBE MODULES
In this section, we construct the Witten gerbe modules arising from a gerbe module pair (E, E ′ ) motivated by the classical theory of elliptic genera. The graded twisted Chern character of them give examples of elements in J¯k 0 (Z, H; L, Γ) and J¯k 0 (Ẑ,Ĥ; L, Γ). We will also study the effect of graded Hori map on these Jacobi forms.
3.1. Even case. Let M be an oriented closed smooth manifold of dimension 2r. Let H be a closed
} be geometric realization of the gerbe (with connection). Then we have
be a collection of (infinite dimensional) separable Hilbert bundles E α U α whose structure group is reduced to U I , which are unitary operators on the model Hilbert space H of the form identity + trace class operator. Here I denotes the Lie algebra of U I , the trace class operators on H. In addition, assume that on the overlaps U αβ there are isomorphisms
which are consistently defined on triple overlaps because of the gerbe property. Then {E α } is said to be a gerbe module for the gerbe
It follows that exp(−B) Tr exp(−F E ) − I is a globally well defined differential form on M of even degree. Notice that Tr(I) = ∞ which is why we need to consider the subtraction. 9 Let E = {E α } and E ′ = {E ′ α } be a gerbe modules for the gerbe {L αβ }. Then an element of twisted K-theory K 0 (Z, H) is represented by the pair (E, E ′ ), see [2] . Two such pairs (E, E ′ ) and (G, G ′ ) are equivalent if E ⊕ G ′ ⊕ K ∼ = E ′ ⊕ G ⊕ K as gerbe modules for some gerbe module K for the gerbe {L αβ }. We can assume without loss of generality that these gerbe modules E, E ′ are modeled on the same Hilbert space H, after a choice of isomorphism if necessary.
Suppose that ∇ E , ∇ E ′ are gerbe module connections on the gerbe modules E, E ′ respectively. Then one can define the twisted Chern character as
That this is a well defined homomorphism is explained in [2] . Clearly the degree 0 term of the Ch H (E, E ′ ) is 0. The degree 2 term is
The degree 4 term is
Recall that for an indeterminate t (c.f. [1] ),
are the total exterior and symmetric powers of E respectively. The following relations between these two operations hold,
In the Fourier expansion of Θ(E α ), the coefficient of q n is integral linear combination of terms of the form
Pick out the the terms such that (i 1 + i 2 + · · · i k ) − ( j 1 + j 2 + · · · j l ) = m and denote their sum by W m,n (E). Note that for each m, there are only finite many nonvanishing W m,n (E α ). Then we can express
The isomorphism φ αβ induces an isomorphism (which we still denote by φ αβ to abuse notation)
. 10 Therefore we see that {W m,n (E α )} gives a gerbe module for the gerbe (mH, mB α , mA αβ ) for each m ∈ Z. Denote them by W m,n (E).
On U α , define
We similarly can express
where {A m,n (E α )}, {B m,n (E α )} and {C m,n (E α )} are gerbe modules for the gerbe (mH, mB α , mA αβ ) for each m ∈ Z. Denote them by A m,n (E), B m,n (E) and C m,n (E) respectively. We call the systems
Witten gerbe modules arising from the gerbe module E. Now consider the quotient
.
As the bottom starts from the trivial bundle C, we can use the power series expansion of 1 1+x to formally expand at 1 for the bottom and arrange as in (3.11) in the following way (3.20) Θ
is a Hilbert bundle of finite sum of tensored exterior powers of E α and exterior powers of E ′ α with each summand having total tensor power m. W m,n (E α , E ′ α ) − has similar property. As we have when
The isomorphism φ αβ deduces an isomorphism (which we still denote by φ αβ to abuse notation)
Let F W m,n (E α ,E ′ α ) ± be the induced curvature on the bundle W m,n (E α , E ′ α ) ± . As F E α is trace class and W m,n (E α , E ′ α ) ± is constructed from tensor powers of E α , we see that F W m,n (E α ,E ′ α ) ± is also trace class.
Then similar in (3.5), we see that
patch together to be a d + mH closed form even form on M. We simply denote this Chern character by (3.22) Ch mH (W m,n (E, E ′ )).
Denote the collection
and denote the collection
, i = 1, 2, 3. One can similarly define the twisted Chern characters for A m,n (E, E ′ ), B m,n (E, E ′ ) and C m,n (E, E ′ ).
Define the graded twisted Chern character (c.f. [11] ):
Ch mH (C m,n (E, E ′ ))q n/2 )y m ∈ m∈Z Ω ev (M) (d+mH)−cl [q 1/2 ] · y m .
It is not hard to see that when sinh(π √ −1z) = 0 (and therefore sinh(π √ −1z + π √ −1B α ) = 0),
is a holomorphic function for x ∈ C and f (0) = 0. As F E α is trace class, and since the Banach algebra of trace class operators is closed under the holomorphic functional calculus, we see that
is also trace class. Let
be the Fredholm determinant [19] . The form
then can be understood as
By (3.4), It is not hard to see that det sinh(π
One can similarly construct
(3.36)
Passing cohomology, denote the corresponding cohomology classes
(3.37)
We have the following results.
Theorem 3.1. If Ch [2] H (E, E ′ ) = 0 and Ch [4] H (E, E ′ ) = 0, then
Proof. When θ (z, τ) = 0 (and therefore θ (z + B α , τ) = 0), consider the function
It is a holomorphic function for x ∈ C and g(0) = 0. As F E α is trace class, by the holomorphic functional calculus, we see that θ (z+B α +F E α ,τ) θ (z+B α ,τ) − 1 is also trace class. Let
be the Fredholm determinant. Hence the form
can be understood as
patch together to be a global form in
Like the finite dimensional case for projective elliptic genera [11] , the following identity holds,
Applying the transformation laws (A.5, A.9), when Ch [2] H (E, E ′ ) = 0 and Ch [4] H (E, E ′ ) = 0, we have for the even degree p component,
; 15 (3.49) 
be an automorphism of the gerbe module E that respects the U tr gerbe module structure, that is, φ ∈ U tr (E), then φ −1 ∇ E φ is another module connection for E. As explained in [17] ,
are differential forms with values in the trace class endomorphisms of E α and
patch together to be an even degree differential form on M. Denote it by Tr
Following [17] , one defines the odd Chern character form
Clearly the degree 1 term is
Applying these transformation laws and the condition Ch [1] H (∇ E , φ ) = 0 and Ch [3] H (∇ E , φ ) = 0, we have for the odd degree p component, .
(3.72)
As SL(2, Z) is generated by S and T , it is not hard to see by the definition of Jacobi forms that W (E, φ ) ∈ J1 0 (M, H; Z 2 , SL(2, Z)).
By the transformations laws the corresponding theta functions, the fact that the generators of Γ 0 (2) are T, ST 2 ST , the generators of Γ 0 (2) are ST S, T 2 ST S and the generators of Γ θ are S, T 2 and the definition of Jacobi forms, we have A (E, φ ) ∈ J1 0 (M, H; Z 2 , Γ 0 (2)), B(E, φ ) ∈ J1 0 (M, H; Z 2 , Γ 0 (2)), C (E, φ ) ∈ J1 0 (M, H; Z 2 , Γ θ (2)).
APPENDIX A. THE JACOBI THETA FUNCTIONS
A general reference for this appendix is [6] . Let be the two generators of SL 2 (Z). Their actions on H are given by
be the three modular subgroups of SL 2 (Z). It is known that the generators of Γ 0 (2) are T, ST 2 They are all holomorphic functions for (v, τ) ∈ C × H, where C is the complex plane and H is the upper half plane.
The theta functions satisfy the the following transformation laws (cf. [6] ),
